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(University of Iceland). 2009. ISBN 978-9979-793-99-1. vi + 254 pp. No price given.It is only in the last 40 years that research into the history of mathematics teaching and
learning has developed into a recognized discipline, distinct from the history of mathematics
itself. The discipline was officially acknowledged by the creation of a Topic Study Group at
the 10th International Congress on Mathematical Education, held in 2004 in Copenhagen.
This group also met at ICME-11 in Monterrey, Mexico and is planning to meet at ICME-
12 in South Korea as well. In addition,The International Journal for theHistory ofMathemat-
ics Educationwas launched in 2006, giving researchers in the field a convenient outlet for their
work. As part of this increasing activity, several conferences have already been held, with this
one in Iceland being one of the most recent. Given that the discipline of the history of math-
ematics teaching is so new, the goal of the present conference was not to present overarching
theories in that history, but instead to deal with rather localized issues with the intention
eventually of gathering sufficient results to begin to consider more general themes.
The papers presented cover a great variety of issues from authors in 14 countries on four
continents. But basically, the articles can be grouped into four areas, the study of classroom
practice, organizational histories, national mathematics teaching, and the use of history of
education in teacher training. We consider each of them briefly in turn.
Amy Ackerberg-Hastings (U.S.A.) asks the question, “how do we know what happened
in mathematics classrooms?” in her article, “John Playfair in the natural philosophy class-
room.” Textbooks only tell part of the story, because individual teachers deal differently
with a given textbook. Thus, a better way is to look at student notes. Ackerberg-Hastings
has discovered notebooks of several students who took John Playfair’s course in natural
philosophy at the University of Edinburgh. Thus we have direct evidence of Playfair’s
actual teaching and his effect on his students. And by comparing the notebooks, we learn
something about the students as well, which ones took notes diligently, which ones were
sloppy, and which ones missed classes frequently. In addition, the notebooks—at least
the very detailed ones—enable us to put Playfair’s teaching into the context of intellectual
Scotland in the early years of the 19th century.
Marta Menghini (Italy), on the other hand, considers only texts as she seeks to discover
how and why intuitive geometry was taught in the Italian middle schools early in the 20th
century (“The teaching of intuitive geometry in early 1900s Italian Middle School:
Programs, mathematicians’ views and praxis”). The basic idea was that students should
have an intuitive introduction to geometric concepts in middle school before studying
Euclidean geometry in their later school years. As it turns out, at least from the evidence
of the texts written for these elementary geometry courses, there was considerable debate
as to which methods were “intuitive” and which were “abstract”, with the education min-
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tently in favor of rigor. It seems from the debates that the intuitive geometry course was far
from successful. It was only the introduction of more student-centered materials after
World War II that gave students the appropriate background to enter the study of axiom-
atic geometry.
Johann Prytz (Sweden) studied teaching practice in geometry in Sweden by looking at
the debates over methods that occurred in the Swedish magazine Elementa, a magazine
used as a forum for teachers in mathematics, physics, and chemistry (“Professional debate
and social structure in Swedish mathematics education, 1905–1962. The case of geometry
instruction at the lower secondary level”). In fact, Prytz considers the debates among four
teachers in the period 1917–1927 and then among three teachers (including one of the ear-
lier group) in 1938–1939. Although all of the debaters agreed that one of the main purposes
of geometry teaching was to train the students in reasoning, they disagreed on the methods
to be used. In particular, some of the debaters favored the rigorous, axiomatic approach of
Euclid, claiming that this made the subject more accessible to students, while others favored
a more empirical approach, claiming that this gave students a better understanding of the
theorems. Interestingly, none of the debaters referred to similar debates going on in other
countries (as in the previous article) or under the aegis of ICMI, the International Commis-
sion on Mathematical Instruction.
Pauline Romera-Lebret (France), also looking at geometry, asks whether new geometri-
cal discoveries of the late 19th century were incorporated into textbooks (“Teaching new
geometrical methods with an ancient figure in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: the
new triangle geometry in textbooks in Europe and USA (1888–1952)”). As Romera-Lebret
notes, the final decades of the 19th century saw the introduction of some new ideas in
elementary plane geometry, namely, the study of certain special points and lines in triangles,
including the symmedian lines, the Lemoine point and the Brocard point. In her study of
geometry textbooks, she found that many European texts designed for secondary schools
added material discussing these new ideas, shortly after they had been made public. In
contrast, these ideas did not generally appear in American textbooks for the same audience,
but instead only showed up in college-level texts designed for “modern geometry” courses.
The second group of articles we look at deal with organizational histories. First, Fulvia
Furinghetti (Italy) considers “The evolution of the journal L’Enseignement Mathématique
from its initial aims to new trends.” The journal was originally founded in 1899 to deal with
such ideas as mathematical culture, national systems of mathematics instruction, and
mathematics programs at various educational levels. In fact, it was an article in the journal
which sparked the initial creation of ICMI, for which the journal became the official organ.
But in part because major mathematical journals began publishing articles in mathematics
education and because important research mathematicians served on the board of EM,
gradually more and more articles in the journal became devoted to pure mathematics,
although official reports of ICMI continued to appear. And after the founding of the
journal Educational Studies in Mathematics as a major outlet for research in mathematics
education, EM seemed to have further lost its focus. Furinghetti analyzes these various
changes in EM over the past century and gives a glimpse of its future.
Next, Livia Giacardi (Italy) considers “The Italian contribution to the International
Commission on Mathematical Instruction from its founding to the 1950s.” ICMI was
initially created during the fourth International Congress of Mathematicians in Rome in
1908, and Italy was one of the 18 countries who were charter members. In fact, the Italian
sub-commission of ICMI, under the guidance of Guido Castelnuovo, was one of the most
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matics in Italy. Castelnuovo urged the commission to deal with methods of teaching, exper-
imentation with new syllabi, and teacher training issues, in addition to the usual reports of
statistical data. His influence was, in fact, felt strongly throughout the Italian system until
the political problems engendered by World War I and the fascist regime in Italy between
the wars slowed interest in the problems of mathematics education. But beginning in 1955,
the Italian commission was reconstituted under the leadership of Guido Ascoli, who imme-
diately began to reassert Italian influence in ICMI.
Bernard Hodgson (Canada) looks at the history of ICMI itself, primarily in the last 40
years (“ICMI in the post-Freudenthal era: moments in the history of mathematics educa-
tion from an international perspective”). In one of the most interesting articles of this col-
lection, Hodgson recounts both the Freudenthal era itself—with the many changes
implemented by Hans Freudenthal on the workings of the organization—and the period
following, where many of these changes became embedded in the very structure of the orga-
nization. It was, for example, Freudenthal who first recognized the existence of a true com-
munity of professional researchers in mathematics education, replacing the
“mathematicians with occasional educational interest” (p. 82) who had dominated ICMI
in earlier years. Of course, Freudenthal himself was a research mathematician who became
“professionally engaged with mathematics education at the scholarly level” (p. 82) just as
was Hyman Bass, one of his successors as president of ICMI. In any case, ICMI has con-
solidated its gains since Freudenthal’s time and continues to expand its important activities,
including the ICMI Studies in various areas of mathematics education, the numerous
Regional Conferences around the globe, and the four year cycle of ICME itself.
There are seven articles dealing directly with mathematics teaching in the countries of the
authors. Hans Christian Hansen (Denmark) explores the repeated changes in mathematics
education in Denmark (“From descriptive history to interpretation and explanation – a
wave model for the development of mathematics education in Denmark”). In particular,
having looked at Danish mathematical education over the past two centuries, he concludes
that the emphasis repeatedly changed from mechanical skills to “understanding” in a wave
pattern. For example, in the period from 1880 to 1905, the emphasis was on traditional
mechanical arithmetic, but in the next two decades there was a swing to understanding,
reflected in the quotation from the new school laws that “children should learn to think
... all the mechanical skills were the Devil’s work.” (p. 69) Similarly, there was a “back to
basics” movement beginning in 1978 followed in 1995 by the standards that were explicitly
constructivist. Hansen identifies several other such swings in the 200-year period, but also
wonders how much of the official program at each swing of the pendulum was actually
adopted in the classroom.
Jeremy Kilpatrick (U.S.A.) takes a look at “The social efficiency movement in the United
States and its effects on school mathematics.” The basic aim of the movement, impelled by
the great increase in school enrollment in the early 20th century, was to make education
“narrowly utilitarian and vocationally oriented rather than academic.” (p. 113) In mathe-
matics, this effort was led by David Snedden, who argued that most students did not benefit
from the traditional academic education in mathematics and would be better served by just
studying topics that were connected to their ultimate vocation. Although his views were
opposed by John Dewey, many of them were in fact accepted in the practice of mathematics
education, including the idea of “tracking.”
Modern Math is the subject of an article by José Manuel Matos (Portugal): “Changing
representations and practices in school mathematics: the case of Modern Math in
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countries. In 1957, Portuguese educators were permitted by their government to participate
in an international meeting for the first time in over 30 years. At this meeting of the Com-
mission Internationale pour l’Etude et l’Amelioration de l’Enseignement des Mathématiques,
these educators were introduced to the new curricular ideas, especially the adoption of set
theory as central to mathematics teaching. But it took several years before actual experi-
mentation with the new ideas began in Portuguese classrooms. Starting in 1968, these ideas
were gradually introduced into the school curriculum at all levels, although they evidently
were dropped from primary schools by 1974. Matos discusses various controversies involv-
ing the new math, especially with respect to the introduction of such ideas into the technical
schools.
Gert Schubring (Germany) studies mathematics teaching in Westphalia during the first
half of the 19th century in “How to relate regional history to general patterns of history?—
The case of mathematics.” In the early 19th century, the region that is now Westphalia was
consolidated into a small number of states after it was conquered by Napoleon. After 1815,
much of Westphalia came under the jurisdiction of Prussia, which proceeded to implement
new ideas in mathematics in the newly created gymnasia. Although there was a debate in
the area about how mathematics should be taught, ultimately the new curriculum was a rel-
atively modern one, emphasizing geometry in the earlier grades for its “formative charac-
ter” and then proceeding to more analytic mathematics in the upper grades to prepare
students for the universities. Eventually, this reformed curriculum in Westphalia was imple-
mented in the rest of Prussia and became one of the factors in Prussia’s rise to supremacy in
Germany.
German mathematical education also influenced education in the Netherlands, as Harm
Jan Smid (Netherlands) shows in his article, “Foreign influences on Dutch mathematical
teaching.” In 1815, the post-Napoleonic Dutch government decreed that “the principles
of mathematics” should be taught in all primary schools. Given that there was no tradition
for this teaching, it was inevitable that the Dutch took ideas from other European countries
to implement their plans. And, in fact, the most important textbooks of the first half of the
19th century were by Jacob de Gelder, who was very much influenced by the ideas circulat-
ing in the German states at the time. In the second half of the century, there was more
French influence, again implemented through Dutch textbooks. But in the early part of
the 20th century, foreign influence seemed to disappear, and the major Dutch textbook
writers prided themselves in not knowing what was happening elsewhere in Europe. Finally,
after the Second World War, we see the tremendous influence of Hans Freudenthal, who
not only influenced Dutch mathematics, but whose work had a worldwide impact as well.
Turning to China, we have an article by Man Keung Siu (Hong Kong) surveying
“Mathematics education in East Asia from antiquity to modern times.” By looking at some
of the main features of mathematics education through the centuries, he attempts to resolve
what he calls the “CHC Learner Paradox,” (p. 197) namely, the problem that although in
the “Confucian heritage culture” (the cultures of East Asia) students are perceived as study-
ing by rote, nevertheless they achieve high results in international assessments that require
thoughtful problem solving. Siu produces several historical examples showing the problem-
solving abilities of Chinese mathematicians, even though the basic Chinese texts are very
procedure-oriented. He concludes with a suggested program of research to compare the
western (dialectic or logical) approach to mathematics education with the more algorithmic
approach of classical East Asian mathematics.
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Bjarnadóttir looks at “Björn Gunnlaugsson—Life and work: Enlightenment and religious
philosophy in nineteenth century Icelandic mathematics education.” Gunnlaugsson taught
mathematics at the Latin School in Iceland from 1822 to 1862, and only after his retirement
wrote a textbook describing his philosophical attitudes toward the subject. The book,
covering much of elementary mathematics from basic arithmetic through cubic equations,
logarithms, and permutations, reflects his view of life. Since he grew up as a farmer and
land-surveyor, but was also subject to Enlightenment views during his studies in Denmark,
he emphasized numerical methods and problems relating to agriculture, but also spent
considerable effort on continued fractions. Unfortunately, only 700 copies of his text were
printed and it appears that his work had little influence in Iceland or elsewhere.
Then Thorsteinn Vilhjálmsson looks at “Budding mathematical science: An example
from Old Norse.” The author picks out some mathematical ideas from the Old Norse
culture from about 700 to 1200 CE. Since the Old Norse were very competent sailors, it
is clear that they knew the basic ideas of navigation, through the use of the sun and the
stars. There are, however, stories of ships getting entirely lost, mostly because they had
to endure several consecutive days of overcast weather. Other mathematical ideas from this
culture include time reckoning and the study of solar motion.
The two remaining papers deal with teacher training. In probably the most theoretical
paper in the collection, Iason and Nikos Kastanis (Spain, Greece) look at mathematics edu-
cation through the lens of cognitive historiography (“Toward a cognitive historiography of
mathematics education”). The “cognitive viewpoint” emphasizes “conceptual structures
and representations of information.” (p. 97) In other words, it studies the practices of
knowledge, and how knowledge develops based on the cultural and social context of the
developers themselves. After looking at this idea in both the history of mathematics and
the historiography of science, the authors consider how this idea applies to the historiogra-
phy of mathematics education. Several specific questions arise in this context. For example,
when and how did exercises begin to appear in textbooks, or indeed in mathematical
teaching in general, given that the classic mathematics textbook, Euclid’s Elements, does
not contain any exercises? Second, what pedagogical necessities motivated the use of a
blackboard, again a relatively recent innovation in mathematics teaching? The authors sug-
gest that further study of such questions will help illuminate the history of mathematics
education and perhaps affect current practice.
On a more specific level, Wagner Rodrigues Valente (Brazil) deals with “History of
mathematics education in training teachers of mathematics: considering its potentialities.”
Valente argues that current teachers of mathematics need to study the history of the teach-
ing of mathematics in both its global and local manifestations. Mathematics education is
not “unique”, dealing with concepts that are the same throughout the world. Each country
has its own situation, so it is necessary for teachers to understand the debates that went on
to develop the curriculum that is currently taught. And is it true that “teaching was better
before?” It is up to the history of mathematics education to answer that question.
This collection of articles is wide-ranging and represents a first effort at demonstrating
the variety of approaches that are being used in studying the history of the teaching and
learning of mathematics. All who are interested in finding out about the field—especially
those who would like to do their own research “where they stand”—will benefit from
the experiences of this diverse collection of authors. It will only be when there is a large
collection of such “small-scale” research projects available, that more comprehensive the-
ories in the history and practice of mathematics education will begin to appear.
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